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Abstract
We consider a compact C∞-stratified 2D varietyM in R3 and its –neighborhood
M, which we call a “fattened open book structure.” Assuming absence of
zero-dimensional strata, i.e. “corners”, we show that the (discrete) spectrum
of the Neumann Laplacian in M converges when  → 0 to the spectrum of
a differential operator on M .
Similar results have been obtained before for the case of fattened graphs,
i.e. M being one-dimensional. In the case of a 2D smooth submanifold M ,
the problem has been studied well. However, having singularities along strata
of lower dimensions significantly complicates considerations. As in the quan-
tum graph case, such considerations are triggered by various applications.
Keywords: spectral convergence, Laplacian operator, fattened domains,
open books
1. Introduction
This article is the fulfillment of the announced results in [4]. We consider
a compact C∞-stratified 1 2D sub-variety M in R3 without zero-dimensional
strata, i.e. M locally (in a neighborhood of any point) looks like either
a smooth submanifold or like an “open book” with smooth two-dimensional
Email address: jamesedwcorbin@gmail.com (James E. Corbin)
1We do not provide here the general definition of what is called Whitney stratification,
see e.g. [1, 23, 37, 38, 16], resorting to a simple description through local models.
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“pages” meeting transversely along a common smooth one-dimensional “bind-
ing,” see Fig. 1. The 2D-strata need neither be contractible nor orientable.
M4
M1
M2
M3
Figure 1: An open book structure with “pages” Mk meeting at a “binding.”
Clearly, any compact smooth submanifold of R3 (with or without a bound-
ary) qualifies as an open book structure with a single page. Another example
of such structure is shown in Fig. 2:
M1 M2 M4
M3
E
Figure 2: A transverse intersection of two spheres yields an open book structure with
four pages and a circular binding. The requirement of absence of zero-dimensional strata
prohibits adding a third sphere with a generic triple intersection. Tangential contacts of
spheres are also disallowed.
2
We then consider a “fattened” version M of M , which is an (appropri-
ately defined) –neighborhood of M , which we call a “fattened open book
structure.”
Consider now the Laplace operator −∆ on the domain M with Neumann
boundary conditions (the “Neumann Laplacian”). We denote this opera-
tor2 A. As a (non-negative) elliptic operator on a compact manifold, it has
discrete finite multiplicity spectrum λn := λn(A
) with the only accumula-
tion point at infinity. The main result of this work is that when → 0, each
eigenvalue λn converges to the corresponding eigenvalue λn of an operator A
on M , which acts as −∆M (2D Laplace-Beltrami) on each 2D stratum (page)
of M , with appropriate junction conditions along 1D strata (bindings).
Similar results have been obtained previously for the case of fattened
graphs (see [21, 30, 12, 13], as well as books [2, 26] and references therein),
i.e. M being one-dimensional with some weak results for open books [14].
They have been triggered by various applications [7, 10, 11, 19, 30, 31, 32, 33].
In the case of a smooth submanifold M ⊂ R3, the problem is not that hard
and has been studied well under a variety of “hard” and “soft” constraints
set near M (see, e.g. [15, 17, 19]). However, having singularities along
strata of lower dimensions significantly complicates considerations, even in
the quantum graph case [17, 7, 5, 6, 20, 21, 22, 19, 30, 34, 9].
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 contains the descriptions
of the main objects: open book structures and their fattened versions, the
limit operator A, etc. The next Section 3 contains formulation of the main
result. The proofs are provided in Section 4, and Section 5 contains the final
remarks and discussions.
In this article the results are obtained under two restrictions: that the
width of the fattened domain shrinks “with the same speed” around all strata
and the binding of the book does not have a cusp. The more complex case
of slower shrinkage of the neighborhoods of lower dimensional strata, which
leads to phase transition phenomena (see [22, 26] for the quantum graph
case), will be considered elsewhere. The same applies to the even more
complex case of the presence of corners.
2 Throughout this paper -dependent spaces, functions, and coefficients will carry an 
subscript or superscript.
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2. The main notions
Here we introduce the main geometric objects and to be studied.
2.1. Open book structures and their fattened counterparts
For the purpose of this paper, we deal with a particular family of stratified
varieties called open book structures. 3
Definition 2.1. We call M , a connected compact C∞ stratified two-dimensional
variety in R3, an open book structure if:
• zero dimensional strata are absent;
• M is composed of finitely many smooth 2D strata {Mk} (k ≤ nM) (open
smooth surfaces) called pages and smooth 1D strata {Em} (m ≤ nE)
(close smooth curves) called bindings.
• The pages are transverse at the bindings.
Simply put, to say M is a stratified surface means that it consists of
finitely many connected, compact smooth submanifolds (with or without
boundary) of R3, called strata, of dimensions two, one, and zero such that
they may only intersect along their boundaries and each stratum’s boundary
is the union of some lower dimensional strata [16]. Point strata, zero dimen-
sional strata, are omitted from consideration in this article. Additionally,
We assume that the strata intersect at their boundaries transversely.
Next, we build a new domain by “fattening” M by considering its -
neighborhood M. In the planned sequel to this article we consider a more
general variable width neighborhood, with a smooth function w(x) on M
controlling the variable width4. We denote the ball of radius r at x as B(x, r).
Definition 2.2. The uniformly fattened domain M ( > 0) over an
open book structure M consists of all points of distance  from M . I.e.
M =
⋃
x∈M
B(x, ). (1)
The similar notation R will be used for the fattened version of any subset
R ∈ R3.
3One can find open book structures in a somewhat more general setting being discussed
in algebraic topology literature, e.g. in [27, 39].
4When w = 1, this boils down to the standard neighborhoods M.
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The following statement is rather obvious:
Lemma 2.3. There exists  > 0 so small that for any two points x1, x2 ∈M
outside of an 0-neighborhood of the bindings, the closed intervals of radius
0 normal to M at these points do not intersect.
This ensures that for  ≤ 0, the -fattened neighborhoods do not form a
connecting bridge between two points that are otherwise far away from each
other along M . Henceforth we assume  ≤ 0, and our goal is to analyze
the behavior of operators on M in the → 0 limit. Therefore notations like
O() or o(1) are understood with respect to that limit.
2.2. Local structure
For any binding Em, the parts of the adjacent pages Mk that are O()–
close to Em will be called sleeves and denoted Sk,m,. More precisely,
Definition 2.4. Let M be an open book structure with nE bindings. Let
{am}m≤nE denote a finite set of positive numbers independent of . The
sleeve Sk,m, on page Mk at Em is defined as
Sk,m, := {x ∈Mk : distMk(x,Em) < am}, (2)
where distMk(x,Em) denotes the geodesic distance from Em to x on Mk (see
Fig. 3).
We will use the following shorthand notation for the page without its
sleeves:
Mk,S := Mk\
⋃
m
Sk,m,.
The next statement is easy to establish due to the non-transverse nature
of pages’ intersections:
Lemma 2.5. Under appropriate choice (which we will fix) of {am}, the -
neighborhoods of Mk,S does not intersect each other for different values of k
and any binding Em.
Definition 2.6. Assuming a choice of orientation of Mk, we denote the unit
normal vector to Mk at a point x ∈ Mk as Nk(x). If Mk is non-orientable,
a local choice of normal orientation will be sufficient for our purposes. We
denote by INk(x), the interval of the normal to Mk at x consisting of points
at distance less than  from y.
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The fattened page Mk,S, is thus foliated into normal fibers INk(x),. The
latter foliation will be used to define the local averaging operator on Mk,S,
in Section 4.7.
Definition 2.7. The fattened binding Em, about Em is the union of the -
neighborhood of Em and the 2 width normal fibers over the sleeves Sk,m, (see
Fig. 3):
Em, :=
⋃
x∈Em
B(x, )
⋃( ⋃
k;x∈Sk,m,
INk(x),
)
(3)
We can also define a cross-section ωm,(x). For a point x in Em,
Nx is the normal plane of Em at x, an affine subspace of R3. The cross-
section ωm,(x) is the connected component of the intersection of Nx with
M\
⋃
kMk,S, containing x.
The fattened binding can also be defined as the union of these cross-
sections:
Em, :=
⋃
x∈Em
ωm,(x). (4)
2.3. Quadratic forms and operators
We adopt the standard notation for Sobolev spaces (see, e.g. [24]). Thus,
H1(Ω) denotes the space of square integrable with respect to the Lebesgue
measure functions on a domain Ω ⊂ Rn with square integrable first order
weak derivatives.
Definition 2.8. Let Q denote the closed non-negative quadratic form with
domain H1(M), given by
Q(u) =
∫
M
|∇u|2 dM (5)
We also refer to Q(u) as the energy of u.
This form is associated with a unique self-adjoint operator A in L2(M).
The following statement is standard (see, e.g. [8, 24]):
Proposition 2.9. The form Q generates the Neumann Laplacian on
M. I.e. A = −∆ with its domain consisting of functions in H2(M) whose
normal derivatives at the boundary ∂M vanish.
Its spectrum σ(A) is discrete and non-negative.
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Em
Sk′,m,Sk,m,Mk,S
Mk′,S
Em,Mk,S,
Mk′,S,
Γk,m,
Figure 3: A neighborhood of a binding and the corresponding uniformly fattened neigh-
borhood.
We equip M with the surface measure dM induced from R3. Proceeding
to the open book structure, we define the energy on M as follows:
Definition 2.10. Let Q be the closed, non-negative quadratic form (energy)
on L2(M) given by
Q(u) =
∑
k
∫
Mk
|∇Mku|2 dM (6)
with domain G1 consisting of functions u for whose Q(u) is finite and that
are continuous across the bindings between pages Mk and Mk′:
u|∂Mk∩Em = u|∂Mk′∩Em . (7)
Here ∇Mk is the gradient along Mk and restrictions in (7) to the binding Em
coincide as elements of H1/2(Em).
Unlike the fattened graph case, by the Sobolev embedding theorem [8] the
restriction to the binding is not continuous as an operator from G1 to C(Em),
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it only maps to H1/2(Em). This distinction significantly complicates the
analysis of fattened stratified surfaces in comparison with fattened graphs.
Proposition 2.11. The operator A associated with the quadratic form Q
acts on each Mk as
Au := −∆Mku, (8)
with the domain G2 consisting of functions on M such that the following
conditions are satisfied:
||u||2L2(M) + ||Au||2L2(M) <∞, (9)
continuity across common bindings Em of pairs of pages Mk,Mk′:
u|∂Mk∩Em = u|∂Mk′∩Em , (10)
Kirchhoff condition at the bindings:∑
k:∂Mk⊃Em
Dνku(Em) = 0. (11)
Here −∆Mk is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Mk and Dνk denotes the
normal derivative to ∂Mk along Mk.
The spectrum of A is discrete and non-negative.
The proof is simple, standard, and similar to the graph case. We thus
omit it.
Definition 2.12. For a real number Λ not in the spectrum of A, we de-
note by PΛ the spectral projector of A in L2(M) onto the spectral subspace
corresponding to the half-line {λ ∈ R |λ < Λ}.
Similarly, PΛ denotes the analogous spectral projector for A. We then
denote the corresponding (finite dimensional) spectral subspaces as PΛL2(M)
and PΛL2(M) for M and M respectively.
Proposition 2.13. Functions from these (finite-dimensional) spectral sub-
spaces satisfy the “reverse” embedding inequality. Namely, if u ∈ PΛL2(M)
and Λ /∈ σ(A) then u ∈ H1(M) with
||u||2H1(M) ≤ (1 + Λ)||u||2L2(M) (12)
and similarly u ∈ PΛL2(M) and Λ /∈ σ(A)
||u||2G1 ≤ (1 + Λ)||u||2L2(M). (13)
Proof: The proof is a simple application of spectral theory, and so it is
omitted.
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3. Formulation of the main result
We denote the non-decreasingly ordered eigenvalues of A as {λn}n∈N and
those of A as {λn}n∈N.
Definition 3.1. We say the operators A converge in spectra to A as 
tends to zero if for each n
|λn − λn| = o(1),
where o(1) is not necessarily uniform with respect to n.
We now introduce two families of operators needed for the formulation
and proof of the main result.
Definition 3.2. A family of linear operators J from H
1(M) to G1 is called
averaging operators if for any Λ /∈ σ(A) there is an 0 such that for all
 ∈ (0, 0] the following conditions are satisfied:
• For u ∈ PΛL2(M), J is “nearly an isometry” from L2(M) to L2(M)
with an o(1) error, i.e.∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣u∣∣∣∣2L2(M) − ∣∣∣∣Ju∣∣∣∣2L2(M)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ o(1)∣∣∣∣u∣∣∣∣2H1(M) (14)
where o(1) is uniform with respect to u.
• For u ∈ PΛL2(M), J asymptotically “does not increase the energy,”
i.e.
Q(Ju)−Q(u) ≤ o(1)Q(u) (15)
where o(1) is uniform with respect to u.
Definition 3.3. A family of linear operators K from G1 to H1(M) is called
extension operators if for any Λ /∈ σ(A) there is an 0 such that for all
 ∈ (0, 0] the following conditions are satisfied:
• For u ∈ PΛL2(M), K is “nearly an isometry” from L2(M) to L2(M)
with o(1) error, i.e.∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣u∣∣∣∣2L2(M) − ∣∣∣∣Ku∣∣∣∣2L2(M)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ o(1)∣∣∣∣u∣∣∣∣2G1 (16)
where o(1) is uniform with respect to u.
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• For u ∈ PΛL2(M), K asymptotically “does not increase” the energy,
i.e.
Q(Ku)−Q(u) ≤ o(1)Q(u) (17)
where o(1) is uniform with respect to u.
Existence of such averaging and extension operators is known to be suf-
ficient for spectral convergence of A to A (see [26]). We now precisely
formulate this in our situation.
Theorem 3.4. Let M be an open book structure as in Definition 2.1 and its
fattened partner {M}∈(0,0] as in Definition 2.2. Let A and A be operators
on M and M as in Definitions 2.9 and 2.11.
Suppose there exist averaging operators {J}∈(0,0] and extension opera-
tors {K}∈(0,0] as stated in Definitions 3.2 and 3.3.
Then, for any n
λn(A) →
→0
λn(A).
We start with the following standard (see, e.g. [28]) min-max characteri-
zation of the spectrum.
Proposition 3.5. Let B be a self-adjoint non-negative operator with discrete
spectrum of finite multiplicity and λn(B) be its eigenvalues listed in non-
decreasing order. Let also q be its quadratic form with the domain D. Then
λn(B) = min
W⊂D
max
x∈W\{0}
q(x, x)
(x, x)
, (18)
where the minimum is taken over all n-dimensional subspaces W in the
quadratic form domain D
Proof of Theorem 3.4 now employs Proposition 3.5 and the averag-
ing and extension operators J, K to “transplant” the test spaces W in (22)
between the domains of the quadratic forms Q and Q.
Let us first notice that due to the definition of these operators (the near-
isometry property), for any fixed finite-dimensional space W in the corre-
sponding quadratic form domain, for sufficiently small  the operators are
injective on W and thus preserve its dimension. Since we are only interested
in the limit → 0, we will assume below that  is sufficiently small for these
operators to preserve the dimension of W . Thus, taking also into account
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the inequalities (14)-(17), one concludes that on any fixed finite dimensional
subspace W one has the following estimates of Rayleigh ratios:
Q(Ju)
||Ju||2L2(M)
≤ (1 + o(1)) Q(u)||u||2L2(M) (19)
Q(Ku)
||Ku||2L2(M)
≤ (1 + o(1)) Q(u)||u||2L2(M) (20)
Let now Wn ⊂ G1 and W n ⊂ H1(M) be n, such that
λn = max
x∈Wn\{0}
Q(x, x)
(x, x)
, (21)
and
λn = max
x∈W n\{0}
Q(x, x)
(x, x)
, (22)
Due to the min-max description and inequalities (19) and (20), one gets
λn ≤ sup
u∈J(W n)
Q(Ju)
||Ju||2L2(M)
≤ (1 + o(1))λn, (23)
and
λn ≤ sup
u∈K(Wn)
Q(Ku)
||Ku||2L2(M)
≤ (1 + o(1))λn (24)
Thus, λn − λn = o(1), which proves the theorem. 
We will construct the required averaging and extension operators, which
then will lead to the main result of this text:
Theorem 3.6. Let M be an open book structure as in Definition 2.1 and its
fattened partner {M}∈(0,0] as in Definition 2.2. Let A and A be operators
on M and M as in Definitions 2.9 and 2.11. There exist averaging operators
{J}∈(0,0] and extension operators {K}∈(0,0] as stated in Definitions 3.2
and 3.3.
Thus, for any n
λn(A) →
→0
λn(A).
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4. The Proof of the Main Result (Theorem 3.6)
In order to define these averaging and extension operators, we must first
consider the different local geometries of M . We define a local averaging
operator on each of the fattened strata and a local extension operator from
each of the pages into M. Then we find a way to reconcile these local
operators defined on different geometries. This is somewhat similar to the
analysis on the fattened graph; however, different embedding theorems in
dimensions higher than 1 require a more careful analysis than in the graph
case.
4.1. Fattened Binding Geometry
In this subsection we describe the geometry of the fattened binding and,
in particular, specify the lengths am. We describe carefully the geometry in
order for the domain to admit a suitable partition of unity. This partition of
unity is chosen as to allow good estimates with regards to  dependence on
the norms of trace and extension operators.
Definition 4.1. Let M be an open book structure. Let θm,k,k′(x) be the
(smaller) angle between two tangent vectors normal to two intersecting page
boundaries ∂Mk and ∂Mk′ at x ∈ Em. The sleeve width am (m ≤ nE) (see
Fig. 4) is
am =
{
maxx∈Em(1 + cot(θ
′
m/2)) θ
′
m < pi/2
2 θ′m ≥ pi/2
(25)
where θ′m = minx,k,k′ θm,k,k′(x).
Consequentially, the closure of the normal fibers INk(x), and INk′ (x′), do
not touch for two distinct fattened pages Mk,S, and Mk′,S,.
Proposition 4.2. Each cross-section ωm,(x) (as a 2D region in the normal
plane of Em) is star-shaped with respect to a 2-ball of radius c1 and contained
in a disk of 2-ball of radius c2 where c1 and c2 are uniform with respect to
x and .
Proof: This is clear. We note c1 depends on the curvature of the pages
and the choice of 0.
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Figure 4: A cross-section of a uniformly fattened binding neighborhood. Dashed lines
denote the boundary of a fattened stratum. Thickest dashed lines denote the cross-section
of the boundary Γk,m, between the fattened binding and fattened page.
Definition 4.3. A domain Ω ⊂ Rn is called a special Lipschitz domain if
there is an orthogonal transformation T of Cartesian coordinates such that
TΩ = {x = (x′, xn) ∈ Rn : x′ ∈ Rn−1, xn > ϕ(x′)} (26)
where ϕ is a uniformly Lipschitz function on Rn−1. We call ϕ the boundary
graph function to Ω.
This following proposition follows from our definition of the fattened bind-
ing. The statements in the proposition establish the requirements needed for
some embedding and extension theorems.
Figure 5: A view of ωm,(x) and the ball it is star-shaped with respect to.
Proposition 4.4. Let {Em,} be a family of fattened binding neighborhoods
as previously described. For each  ∈ (0, 0] there exists a partition of unity
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{ϕi,} (i ≤ NU,, NU, depends on ) subordinate to the finite open cover {Ui,}
of Em, with the following properties:
1.
⋃
i Ui, is contained in
⋃
x∈Em B(x, c0).
2. Each point contained in the covering is in at most cN sets. In this sense
we say the finite intersection property of these coverings holds in the
→ 0 limit.
3. Each open set Ui, contains a ball of radius c1 and is contained in a
ball of radius c2.
4. If x ∈ ∂Em,, then B(x, c3) ⊂ Ui, for some i and Ui, ∩ ∂Em, is a
connected subset of some special Lipschitz domain Ωi, whose boundary
graph function φi, has a (Lipschitz) norm bounded above by a constant
cM .
5. There is a positive constant cϕ such that for each  the gradient of each
ϕi, has a uniform bound cϕ
−1:
|∇ϕi,| ≤ cϕ−1. (27)
Most of the properties are obviously compatible and hold for a simple
model domain of a homothetically shrinking cylinder. Point (4) deserves
some remark. Because of the transversality of the pages, our choice of
sleeve length am, and the fact M is uniformly fattened, all the “features” of
the boundary each cross-section ωm,(x) are O() scale (see Figs. 4 and 5).
Clearly, this condition would not hold in general if two pages met tangen-
tially.
We will return to this partition of unity later. The purpose of this par-
tition of unity is to adapt the well-known theorem attributed to Caldero´n
and later improved on by Stein [3, 36] regarding boundedness of extension
operators to our shrinking domains.
Theorem 4.5. Let Ω be an open set in Rn and let there be positive numbers
r, m, N (an integer) and a sequence {Ui}i≥1 of open sets satisfying the
conditions:
1. if x ∈ ∂Ω, then B(x, r) ⊂ Ui for some i,
2. every point x ∈ Rn is contained in at most N sets Ui,
3. for any i ≥ 1 there is a special Lipschitz domain Ωi with boundary
graph function ϕi such that Ui ∩ Ω = Ui ∩ Ωi and
|ϕi(x′)− ϕi(y′)| ≤ m|x′ − y′|, x′, y′ ∈ Rn−1. (28)
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Then there exists a linear operator E mapping functions defined on Ω into
functions defined on Rn and having the following properties:
1. Eu
∣∣
Ω
= u.
2. E is a continuous operator:
⋂
0≤k≤l L
k
p(Ω) →
⋂
0≤k≤l L
k
p(Rn) for all
1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and a positive integer l .
3. The norm ||E||V lp(Ω)→V lp(Rn) (V lp (Ω) :=
⋂
0≤k≤l L
k
p(Ω)) is bounded by a
constant depending only on n, p, l, r, m, N .
This theorem has been extended to more general domains [18, 29]. We
approach constructing a family of extension or trace operators by carefully
rescaling each subset of the covering in Proposition 4.4.
4.2. The Fattened Binding Foliation
Given our foliations of the fattened pages Mk,S, and Mk′,S, (in terms of
the normal lines INk(x),), we wish to extend these foliations into Em,. We
accomplish this by introducing regions of the fattened binding called sectors.
Breaking up the fattened binding into sectors, we can describe a vector field
whose image “connects” the foliation of one fattened page to another foliation
(see Fig. 7).
Definition 4.6. Let Em be a binding and {Mk} (k ≤ nm) is the collection
of at least two pages that meet at Em all of which are orientable. We call the
connected components of Em,\(Em
⋃
(
⋃
k Sk,m,)) sectors, and we denote
them as {Σm,i,} for i ≤ nm. A sector’s boundary contains two sleeves of
which we say that pair is associated with that sector (see Fig. 6).
Σm,1,
Σm,2,Σm,3,
Figure 6: Sectors.
If Em is a binding connected to non-orientable pages, then taking a par-
tition into local neighborhoods is sufficient for our discussion. The case of
only one page meeting at a binding is handled separately.
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Figure 7: Cross sectional view of a pair of vector fields on each of the sleeves yielding a
foliation of uniformly fattened binding.
Definition 4.7. Let Em be a binding and {Mk} (k ≤ nm) is the collection
pages that meet at Em all of which are orientable and there are at least
two such pages. We say that the image of family of vector fields {tvm,i,}
(t ∈ (0, 1))
vm,i,(x) : Em ∪ Sk,m, ∪ Sk′,m, 7→ R3 Sk,m,, Sk′,m, ⊂ ∂Σm,i, (29)
is a foliation of the sector matching the foliation of fattened pages
(see Fig. 7) if:
1. vm,i, is Lipschitz.
2. x 7→ x+vm,i,(x) is a homeomorphism between the domain of vm,i, and
the outward boundary of the sector:
∂Σm,i, ∩ ∂ (Em,\
⋃
k ∂Mk,S,)
3. The limit of vm,i,(x) as x→ x′ ∈ ∂Sk,m, ∩Mk is ±Nk(x′).
If Em is attached to only one page Mk, we say a family of vector fields
{vm,i,} (i = 1, 2), we impose additionally that the limits of vm,1,(x) and
vm,2,(x) match at Em.
We expand on (2) and describe the construction of functions {vm,i,} for all
small, positive  that have uniformly bounded gradients (where they exists).
Proposition 4.8. There is a family of vector-valued functions {vm,i,} ( ∈
(0, 0]) that extends the foliation of the fattened pages that has length of O()
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Figure 8: Cross sectional view of a pair of vector-valued functions on the sleeves that yield
a foliation of fattened binding.
and uniformly bounded gradient (where it exists). I.e. there exists a c1 and
c2 such that
max
x∈D(vm,i,)
|vm,i,(x)| ≤ c1, (30)
and
max
x∈D(vm,i,)
|∇vm,i,(x)| ≤ c2. (31)
Proof: We can construct these vector-valued functions following (2) of
Definition 4.7. If φm,i, is such a homeomorphism per (2), then vm,i, :=
φm,i,(x) − x provided the segment from x to φm,i,(x) is contained in Em,
(see Fig. 7). Let us construct such a mapping.
Suppose γ1,i,m,x(s) and γ2,i,m,x(t) are unit-speed parameterizations ofD(vm,i,(x)) :=
ωm,(x)∩(Sk,m,∪Sk′,m,) andR(vm,i,(x)) := ωm,(x)∩∂Σm,i,∩∂ (Em,\
⋃
k ∂Mk,S,)
respectively. We denote the length of R(vm,i,(x)) (as a curve in R3) as l.
Then for sufficiently small , the following mapping has the required segment
property ((x, φm,i,(x)) is contained in the sector) for the case of at least two
pages meeting at the binding:
φm,i,(x) = γ2,i,m,x
(
l
2am
γ−11,i,m,x(s)
)
. (32)
The case of only one page meeting at the binding requires small modification
which one can infer from Fig. 8. 
Corollary 4.9. Each sector Σm,i, can be parameterized using vm,i,. Namely,
a point x ∈ Σm,i, can be written as x = y + zvm,i,(y) (y ∈ Em
⋃
(
⋃
k Sk,m,),
z ∈ (0, 1)).
4.3. Approximating the Geometry of Fattened Strata
Here we approximate each fattened page by the product of the corre-
sponding page with an interval. Although this is not crucial for the proof,
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we assume that the page Mk is simply connected, otherwise one can parti-
tion it further. Because Mk is partitioned into simply connected patches, the
normal Nk(x) is well-defined locally. A similar analysis is applied to Em and
its fattened partner Em,.
Definition 4.10. Suppose U is an open region of R2 with coordinates y =
(y1, y2). We define Xk,S to be a smooth parameterization of Mk,S on U :
Xk,S : (y1, y2) ∈ U ⊂ R2 7→Mk,S ⊂ R3. (33)
In this subsection, we denote the coefficient functions of the first fundamental
form of the immersed surface Mk,S, (see [35]) as E, F , and G which are
functions on U :
E = Dy1Xk,S ·Dy1Xk,S,
F = Dy1Xk,S ·Dy2Xk,S,
G = Dy2Xk,S ·Dy2Xk,S.
(34)
where the symbol “·” denotes the inner product on R3.
Proposition 4.11. Let ey1 and ey2 denote standard basis vectors of the tan-
gent space TyU = R2. The parameterization Xk,S induces a metric gMk,S on
U . I.e. gMk,S is the following positive definite bilinear form on TyU :
gMk,S(a, b) :=
[
a1 a2
] [E F
F G
] [
b1
b2
]
(35)
where ai, bj are the respective coefficients of the vectors a and b in the
(ey1 , ey2) basis of TyU . We also use gMk,S to denote the matrix in (35).
Proof: This is standard (see [35]).
Definition 4.12. For sufficiently small , Mk,S, admits a parameterization
Xk,S, on U × (−, ) (y ∈ U , z ∈ (−, )) where
Xk,S,(y, z) := Xk,S(y) + zNk(Xk,S(y)). (36)
We denote the coefficient functions of the second fundamental form of an
orientable immersed surface, in this case Mk,S, (see [35]) as e, f , and g:
e = −Dy1Xk,S ·Dy1Nk(Xk,S(y)),
f = −Dy1Xk,S ·Dy2Nk(Xk,S(y)),
g = −Dy2Xk,S ·Dy2Nk(Xk,S(y)).
(37)
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Proposition 4.13. The parameterization Xk,S, induces a metric gMk,S, on
U × (−, ):
gMk,S, :=
E − ze F − zf 0F − zf G− zg 0
0 0 1
 . (38)
Proof: This follows from an explicit calculation of DiXk,S, · DjXk,S,
from (36) and simplifying using (34) and (37). 
Definition 4.14. We define M˜k,S, to be the product space of Mk,S and
(−, ).
M˜k,S, := Mk,S × (−, ). (39)
Definition 4.15. The product space M˜k,S, admits a parameterization X˜k,S,
on an open region U × (−, ) in R3 of the form
X˜k,S, = (Xk,S, z). (40)
Proposition 4.16. The parameterization X˜k,S, (40) induces a metric on
U × (−, ):
gM˜k,S, :=
E F 0F G 0
0 0 1
 . (41)
Definition 4.17. For sufficiently small , we define a diffeomorphism φMk,S,
from Mk,S, to M˜k,S, to be given by
φMk,S,(x) = X˜Mk,S,(X
−1
Mk,S,
(x)). (42)
Proposition 4.18. The linear operator ΦMk,S, from H
1(Mk,S,) to
H1(M˜k,S,) induced by the diffeomorphism φMk,S, (i.e. ΦMk,S,u =
u(φMk,S,)) preserves H
1-norm of a function up to an O(1/2) error.∣∣ ||u||2H1(Mk,S,) − ||ΦMk,S,u||2H1(M˜k,S,) ∣∣ ≤ c||u||2H1(Mk,S,). (43)
This inequality (43) also holds true for other Sobolev spaces Hn and in par-
ticular L2.
Proof: First, we show that the metrics gM˜k,S, and gMk,S, are close.
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Lemma 4.19. On the domain U×(−, ), the two metrics gMk,S, and gM˜k,S,
are close:
gMk,S, − gM˜k,S, = BgMk,S, (44)
where matrix B is O() in the Frobenius norm.
Proof: This can be explicitly calculated:
gMk,S, − gM˜k,S, =
z
EG− F 2
e f 0f g 0
0 0 0
 G −F 0−F E 0
0 0 0
 gM˜k,S, . (45)
Because |z| ≤ , it is clear the right hand side is small. 
Having demonstrated the metrics are close, we then calculate the pertur-
bation of two matrix valued functions about gM˜k,S, :
Corollary 4.20. The square root of the determinant and inverses of the two
metrics gMk,S, and gM˜k,S, are also close:√
detgMk,S, =
√
detgM˜k,S,
(
1 +
1
2
det(B) +O(2)
)
, (46)
g−1Mk,S, = g
−1
M˜k,S,
(1−B +O(2)). (47)
Fixing the target space U × (−, ) of our coordinate charts on Mk,S, and
M˜k,S,, we can now compare functions on Mk,S, and M˜k,S,.
Corollary 4.21. Let u ∈ L2(U × (−, )), then∣∣∣∣ ∫
U×(−,)
|u(y, z)|2
√
detgMk,S, dydz
−
∫
U×(−,)
|u(y, z)|2
√
detgM˜k,S, dydz
∣∣∣∣
≤ c
∫
U×(−,)
|u(y, z)|2
√
detgMk,S, dydz.
(48)
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Corollary 4.22. Let u be a function in H1(U × (−, )), then∣∣∣∣ ∫
U×(−,)
(∇u)∗g−1Mk,S,∇u
√
detgMk,S, dydz
−
∫
U×(−,)
(∇u)∗g−1
M˜k,S,
∇u
√
detgM˜k,S, dydz
∣∣∣∣
≤ c
∫
U×(−,)
(∇u)∗g−1Mk,S,∇u
√
detgMk,S, dydz
(49)
where ∇u = (Dy1u,Dy2u,Dzu).
These last two statements prove Proposition 4.18. 
The cross-sections ωm,(x) vary with x ∈ Em due to the curvature of the
pages. Consequentially, more work is needed in defining the parameterization
of Em,.
Definition 4.23. Let γm(y) be a smooth parameterization of Em on U =
(0, lEm). Let ez1 and ez2 denote standard basis vectors in the normal planes
Nx of Em ((z1, z2) = z ∈ ωm,(x)).
We define a fibration U˜ over U as follows:
U˜ :=
∐
y∈U
ωm,(γm(y)). (50)
Let Ωm,(y, z) := z1ez1(γm(y)) + z2ez2(γm(y)). We can parameterize the Em,
with γm and Ωm,:
Ym,(y, z) = γm(y) + Ωm,(y, z). (51)
Proposition 4.24. Parameterization Ym, in Definition 4.23 has the follow-
ing properties:
1. The image of γm(y) + Ωm,(y, ·) is ωm,(γm(y)).
2. Dz1Ωm,(y, ·) and Dz2Ωm,(y, ·) lie in the normal plane of Em at γm(y).
3. c1 ≤ |DziΩm,| ≤ c2.
4. |DyΩm,| ≤ c3.
The parameterization Ym, induces a metric gEm, on U˜ :
gEm, =
1 +Dyγm ·DyΩm, 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 . (52)
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Proof : Since ez1 and ez2 are orthogonal to Dyγm, Dyγm · DzΩm, = 0.
Because of vectors ez1 and ez2 are orthogonal, we have: DziΩm, ·DziΩm, = 1,
and DziΩm, ·DzjΩm, = 0 for i 6= j. 
Definition 4.25. We denote by E˜m, the fibration of Em with fibers ωm,(x):
E˜m, :=
∐
x∈Em
ωm,(x). (53)
Proposition 4.26. The fibration E˜m, admits a parameterization Y˜m, on U˜ :
Y˜m, = (y, z1, z2) (54)
with an induced metric
gE˜m, = IdR3 (55)
where IdR3 is the identity matrix.
Proposition 4.27. For sufficiently small , there exists a diffeomorphism
φEm, from Em, to E˜m, such that the induced linear operator ΦEm, on H
1(Em,)
(i.e. ΦEm,u = u(φEm,)) preserves H
1-norm up to an O(1/2) error:∣∣ ||u||2H1(Em,) − ||ΦEm,u||2H1(E˜m,) ∣∣ ≤ c||u||2H1(Em,). (56)
This inequality also holds true for other Sobolev spaces Hn and in particular
L2.
4.4. Bounds on the Sleeves
This subsection introduces two needed inequalities. The proof of the first
inequality uses the calculations on induced metrics to show that stretching
Mk,S back to Mk induces only a small change of a function’s norm. The
second inequality involves bounding the L2-norm of a function on a sleeve
its H1-norm on the page.
Proposition 4.28. There exists a diffeomorphism ψMk from Mk to Mk,S
such that
• each column vector of the Jacobian of ψMk has length 1 +O(),
• for any unit speed differentiable curve γ on M¯k,S that is normal to
∂Mk,S, its image ψMk(γ) has unit speed and is normal to the boundary
∂Mk,
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• the induced operator ΨMk (i.e. ΨMku = u(ψMk)) preserves H1-norm
up to an O(1/2) error:∣∣ ||u||2H1(Mk) − ||ΨMku||2H1(Mk,S) ∣∣ ≤ c||u||2H1(Mk). (57)
This inequality also holds true for other Sobolev spaces Hn and in par-
ticular L2.
Proof: A sufficiently small neighborhood V of ∂Mk admits a normal
coordinate system, i.e. there is a parameterization Xk on U ⊂ R2 of V :
Xk : (y1, y2) ∈ U = (0, lEm)× (0, a) 7→Mk,
such that distMk(Em, Xk(y1, y2)) = y2.
(58)
For sufficiently small , the set ∂Mk,S is contained in V . By Definition 2.4,
∂Mk,S ∩ Em is the image of Xk(·, am). We define a smooth “shortening”
function
ϕ : (0, a) 7→ (am, a) such that Dϕ ≥ 0,
Dϕ(0) = Dϕ(a) = 1, |Dϕ − 1| ≤ c
(59)
for some c > 0. We can now construct ψMk :
ψMk(x) := Xk((y1, ϕ(y1))), where (y1, y2) = X
−1
k (x). (60)
The remainder of the proof follows from the calculating the induced metric
from ψMk (see Corollaries 4.21 and 4.22). 
Proposition 4.29. Let Mk be a smooth page with boundary
⋃
mEm. The
L2-norm of a function on Sk,m, is O(
1/2)-bounded by the function’s H1-
norm on Mk: ∫
Sk,m,
|u|2 dMk ≤ c
∫
Mk
|u|2 + |∇Mku|2 dMk. (61)
Proof: Using the triangle inequality, we conclude∫
Sk,m,
|u|2 dMk ≤ O()||u||2L2(Mk)
+
∣∣∣∣u−ΨMku∣∣∣∣L2(Mk,S)∣∣∣∣u+ ΨMku∣∣∣∣L2(Mk,S). (62)
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To bound ||u−ΨMku||L2(Mk,S), we use the coordinate system provided in
(58). Let Xk be the coordinate patch on U = (0, lEm) × (0, a) (58), and ϕ
be the smooth shortening function from (59). We define a family of curves
that go from y to ψMk(y):
γϕ,y :t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ U γϕ,y(0) = (y1, y2)
γϕ,y(1) = (y1, ϕ(y2)).
(63)
In particular we can choose γϕ,y to be constant speed. Outside ofXk(U) ⊂
Mk, u = ΨMku, and so we need to concern ourselves only with the function
on Xk(U). Let U
′ = (0, lEm) × (am, a) and let v(y1, y2) = u(Xk(y1, y2)).
Then we have∣∣∣∣u−ΨMku∣∣∣∣2L2(Mk,S) =
∫
U ′
∣∣∣∣ ∫ 1
0
Dy2v
(
y1, y2 + t(ϕ(y2)− y2)
)
|ϕ(y2)− y2|dt
∣∣∣∣2√detgMkdy. (64)
Let ξ = y2 + t(ϕ(y2) − y2), and so dξ = dy2(1 − t + tDϕ(y2)). Because
Dϕ(y2) = 1 + O(), we can then write dξ = dy2(1 − tO()). Thus, the
Jacobian J from (y1, y2) 7→ (y1, ξ) is of the form 1+O(). Applying |ϕ(y2)−
y2| = O(), we have∣∣∣∣u−ΨMku∣∣∣∣2L2(Mk,S)
≤
∫
U ′
∫ 1
0
∣∣∣Dξv(y1, ξ)∣∣∣2 O(2)
1− tO() dt
√
detgMk(y1, ξ) dy1dξ
≤ ∣∣∣∣Dξv∣∣∣∣2L2(U ′,detg1/2Mk )
∫ 1
0
O(2)
1− tO() dt
≤ O(2)||∇Mku||2L2(Mk).
(65)
Applying (65) to (62) we get the O() bounds. 
4.5. Local Extensions of Functions on a Stratum to the Fattened Domain
We can extend a function form Mk,S into Mk,S, by first extending along
the fibers and then applying the diffeomorphism operator in Proposition 4.18.
The extension from the binding and the sleeves is handled by extending along
the foliation derived in Definition 4.7 by means of its associated coordinate
system (Corollary 4.9).
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Definition 4.30. We define E˜k,z, to be the extension operator from Mk,S to
M˜k,S,, a bounded linear operator from L2(Mk,S) to L2(M˜k,S,), given by:
Ek,z,u(y, z) = u(y). (66)
where y ∈Mk,S and z ∈ (−, ).
Definition 4.31. Let u ∈ L2(Mk,S). We define Ek,z, to be the extension
operator from Mk,S to Mk,S, given by
Ek,z, := Φ−1Mk,S, E˜k,z,. (67)
Proposition 4.32. For u ∈ H1(Mk,S), one has:∣∣ ||u||2L2(Mk,S) − ||(2)−1/2Ek,z,u||2L2(Mk,S,) ∣∣ ≤ c||u||2L2(Mk,S) (68)
and∣∣ ||∇Mku||2L2(Mk,S) − ||∇(2)−1/2Ek,z,u||2L2(Mk,S,) ∣∣ ≤ c||u||2H1(Mk,S). (69)
Proof: Because ∫ 
−
1
2
|E˜k,z,u(y, z)|2 dz = |u(y)|2, (70)
it follows that∣∣ ||u||2L2(Mk,S) − ||(2)−1/2E˜k,z,u||2L2(M˜k,S,) ∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣ ∫
Mk,S
|u|2 dMk −
∫
Mk,S
∫ 
−
1
2
|E˜k,z,u(y, z, )|2 dz dMk
∣∣∣∣
= 0.
(71)
Turning to the norm of the gradient, we have∣∣ ||∇Mku||2L2(Mk,S) − ||∇(2)−1/2E˜k,z,u||2L2(M˜k,S,) ∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣ ∫
Mk,S
|∇Mku|2 dMk −
∫
Mk,S
∫ 
−
1
2
|∇E˜k,z,u|2 dz dM˜k
∣∣∣∣. (72)
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Clearly DzE˜k,z,u = 0, so we can rewrite (72) to get:∣∣∣∣ ∫
Mk,S
|∇Mku|2 dMk
− 1
2
∫
Mk,S
∫ 
−
|∇Mk E˜k,z,u|2 + |DzE˜k,z,u|2 dz dM˜k
∣∣∣∣
= 0.
(73)
Then we apply Proposition 4.18 to the results in (71) and (73). 
Definition 4.33. We define Em,S,z, to be the extension operator on L2(Em
⋃
(
⋃
k Sk,m,))
to L2(Em,) given by sector as
Em,S,z,u(y, z) = u(y) (74)
where (y, z) is the coordinate system described in Corollary 4.9.
Proposition 4.34. The extension operators (2)−1/2Em,S,z, from
H1(Em
⋃
(
⋃
k Sk,m,)) to H
1(Em,) satisfy the following bound:
||(2)−1/2Em,S,z,u||2H1(Em,) ≤ c||u||2H1(Em⋃(⋃k Sk,m,)). (75)
Proof: Let x = y+zvm,i,(y) (y ∈ Em
⋃
(
⋃
k Sk,m,), z ∈ (0, 1)). We break
the sector into two sets, the two halves each “above” a sleeve: {y+zvm,i,(y) :
y ∈ Sk,m,, z ∈ (0, 1)} for some page index k. We calculate the induced metric
on this region to demonstrate the determinant of the metric is the correct
order of  such that the L2 part of (75) holds. To accomplish that, we use
the parameterization of Sk,m, in (58) renaming the parameterized variable
as t (Xk(t) = y), and we denote the induced metric on the domain of t for
Sk,m, as gMk . The induced metric gΣm,i,,k on (t, z) is
gΣm,i,,k =
[
gMk +DtXk · zDtvm,i,(Xk) DtXk · vm,i,
DtXk · vm,i, |vm,i,|2
]
. (76)
It follows,
det(gΣm,i,,k) ≤ cdet(gMk). (77)
Thus we conclude
||(2)−1/2Em,S,z,u||2L2(Em,) ≤ c||u||2L2(Em⋃(⋃k Sk,m,)). (78)
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To calculate the gradient at the point, we calculate the divided difference
between Em,S,z,u(x) and Em,S,z,u(x+ δ).
|∇δˆEm,S,z,| =
∣∣ lim sup
δ→0
Em,S,z,u(y + δy, z + δz)− Em,S,z,u(y, z)
|δ|
∣∣
=
∣∣ lim sup
δ→0
u(y + δy)− u(y)
|δy|
|δy|
|δ|
∣∣ ≤ c∇vm,i, |∇Mku|. (79)
This lets us conclude
|∇Em,S,z,u(y, z)| ≤ c∇vm,i, |∇Mku(y)|. (80)
Hence we arrive at a bound on the derivative giving us (75) with (78):
||∇(2)−1/2Em,S,z,u||2L2(Em,) ≤
∑
k
c||∇Mku||2L2(Sk,m,).  (81)
4.6. Extension Operator K
Now we can define the extension operators in the sense of Definition 3.3.
Proposition 4.35. Let M be an open book structure. Let Λ ≤ c−1+δ where
δ > 0 and Λ /∈ σ(A). For some 0 > 0, the family of linear operators
{K}∈(0,0] that satisfies the conditions in Definition 3.3 is (u ∈ PΛL2(M))
Ku :=
{
(2)−1/2Ek,z,u Mk,S
(2)−1/2Em,S,z,u Em
⋃
(
⋃
k Sk,m,) .
(82)
Proof: Beginning with Em
⋃
(
⋃
k Sk,m,), we apply Proposition 4.34 to
get
||(2)−1/2Em,S,z,u||2H1(Em,) ≤ c||u||2H1(Em⋃(⋃k Sk,m,)). (83)
Applying the spectral embedding Proposition 2.13, the previously expression
is bounded by c(1 + Λ)||u||2L2(Em⋃(⋃k Sk,m,)) which in turn is bounded by the
energy on M (Proposition 4.29). This yields an upper bound of
c(1 + Λ)||u||2G1 = o(1)||u||2G1 . (84)
Therefore the right-hand term of (83) is small. For a function on Mk,S, we
show that u is not only close to its extension (2)−1/2Ek,z,u (82) in L2 but
also in H1. Starting with the following norm difference∣∣∑
k
||(2)−1/2Ek,z,u||H1(Mk,S,) − ||u||G1
∣∣, (85)
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we break ||u||G1 into page terms and sleeve terms and use the triangle in-
equality. We get an upper bound of (85) of∑
k
∣∣||(2)−1/2Ek,z,u||H1(Mk,S,) − ||u||H1(Mk,S)∣∣
+ ||u||H1(Em⋃(⋃k Sk,m,)).
(86)
The first term of (86) is bounded by Proposition 4.32. After a norm bound
on the sleeve (Propositions 4.29 and 2.13), we conclude (85) is bounded by
(1 + Λ)1/2O(1/2)||u||G1 . Thus K is a near isometry in both L2 and H1. 
4.7. Local Averaging Operators
This subsection concerns an averaging operator on the fattened page and
an averaging operation on the fattened binding constructed by means of an
integral representation. These averaging operators satisfy some Poincare´-
type inequalities. I.e. the norm of the difference between a function and a
constant (in the simplest formulation this constant is the average) is bounded
by the norm of the function’s derivative.
Definition 4.36. Let N˜k, denote the following bounded linear operator on
L2(M˜k,S,):
N˜k,u(y, z) :=
1
2
∫ 
−
u(y, ζ) dζ y ∈Mk,S, z ∈ (−, ). (87)
Definition 4.37. The averaging operator Nk, on Mk,S, is given by compo-
sition with the diffeomorphism φMk,S,:
Nk, := Φ
−1
Mk,S,
N˜k,ΦMk,S, . (88)
We also let Nk, denote a bounded linear operator from L2(Mk,S,) to L2(Mk,S)
by restricting Nk,u to Mk,S.
Proposition 4.38. The norms of the family of averaging operators {Nk,}
on L2(Mk,S,) has a uniform bound c.
Proof: Boundedness is clear from the Cauchy-Schwartz Inequality.
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Proposition 4.39. For u ∈ H1(M˜k,S,), N˜k, satisfies a Poincare´-type in-
equality: ∫
M˜k,S,
|u− N˜k,u|2 dM˜k,S, ≤ c2
∫
M˜k,S,
|∇u|2 dM˜k,S,. (89)
Proof: Because the lowest non-constant Neumann eigenfunction for the
interval (−1, 1) is sin(pix/2), the Poincare´ inequality for an -interval yields∫ 
−
|u− N˜k,u|2 dz ≤ 4
2
pi2
∫ 
−
|Dzu(y, z)|2 dz. (90)
We then integrate (90) over Mk,S. Because M˜k,S, is a product of Mk,S and
(−, ), the result follows from Fubini’s theorem. 
Corollary 4.40. For u ∈ H1(Mk,S,), the averaging operator Nk, admits a
Poincare´-type inequality:
||u−Nk,u||2L2(Mk,S,) ≤ c2||∇u||2L2(Mk,S,). (91)
Proof: The inequality (91) is straightforward application of Proposition
4.18.
Proposition 4.41. For u ∈ H1(Mk,S,), one has:∣∣∣∣ ||u||2L2(Mk,S,) − ||(2)1/2Nk,u||2L2(Mk,S) ∣∣∣∣ ≤ c||u||2H1(Mk,S,). (92)
Proof: Bounding the difference squared in the fibered space, we get:
||u||2
L2(M˜k,S,)
− ||(2)1/2Nk,u||2L2(Mk,S)
=
∫
M˜k,S,
|u|2 dM˜k,S, −
∫
Mk,S
(∫ 
−
|N˜k,u|2 dz
)
dMk
≤ (1 +O())||u− N˜k,u||L2(M˜k,S,)||u+ N˜k,u||L2(M˜k,S,)
≤ 2(1 +O())||u||2
H1(M˜k,S,)
. 
(93)
Then we apply Proposition 4.18 on the above.
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Proposition 4.42. The linear operator Nk, is bounded on H
1(Mk,S,),∫
Mk,S
|∇Mk(2)1/2Nk,u|2 dMk ≤ (1 +O())
∫
Mk,S,
|∇Mku|2 dM. (94)
Proof: We begin with demonstrating (94) for a function on the space
M˜k,S,:∫
Mk,S
|∇Mk(2)1/2N˜k,u|2dMk =
∫
Mk,S
(∫ 
−
|∇MkN˜k,u|2dz
)
dMk. (95)
Because∫
M˜k,S,
∣∣∣Dyi 12
∫ 
−
udζ
∣∣∣2dM˜k,S, = ∫
M˜k,S,
∣∣∣ 1
2
∫ 
−
Dyiudζ
∣∣∣2dM˜k,S,, (96)
we then use the embedding of L1 in L2 on a compact interval and the Cauchy-
Schwartz Inequality:∫
M˜k,S,
∣∣∣ 1
2
∫ 
−
∇Mku dζ
∣∣∣2 dM˜k,S,
≤
∫
M˜k,S,
( 1
2
∫ 
−
|∇Mku|2 dζ
)
dM˜k,S,
≤
∫
M˜k,S,
|∇Mku|2 dM˜k,S,.
(97)
Then we get the result after an application of Proposition 4.18. 
Lemma 4.43. Let Ω be a bounded domain in Rn with diameter D. Suppose
l > 0 and
Ru(z) :=
∫
Ω
u(ζ)
|z − ζ|n−ldζ. (98)
Then R is a continuous linear operator on Lp(Ω), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, and
||R|| ≤ n |B(0, 1)|Dl/l. (99)
Proof : Let χ be the characteristic function of B(0, D). Letting our
test function be zero outside of Ω and K = |z|l−nχ(z), we observe Ru(z) =
(K ∗ u)|Ω. Therefore the inequality (99) follows from the Young inequality.

The kernel in (98) appears in the remainder term in the following integral
representation (see [25]):
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Theorem 4.44. Let Ω be a bounded domain star-shaped with respect to a
ball B(0, δ) ⊂ Ω in Rn and let u ∈ Llp(Ω). Then for almost all x ∈ Ω
u(z) =δ−n
∑
|α|<l
(z
δ
)α ∫
B(0,δ)
φα
(
ζ
δ
)
u(ζ)dζ
+
∑
|α|=l
∫
Ω
fα(z, r, θ)
rn−l
Dαu(ζ)dζ,
(100)
where r = |z − ζ|, θ = (ζ − z)/r, φα ∈ C∞0 (B(0, 1)), and fα are infinitely
differentiable functions such that
|fα| ≤ c(D/δ)n−1. (101)
c is a constant independent of Ω and D is the diameter of Ω.
Remark 4.45. Let ϕ ∈ C∞0 (B(0, 1)) such that
∫
B(0,1)
ϕ = 1. The function
fα in the integral representation (100) has an explicit expression in terms of
ϕ; in particular (100) can be written as:
u(z) = δ−n
∑
|α|<l
1
α!
∫
B(0,δ)
ϕ
(
ζ
δ
)
(z − ζ)αDαu(ζ)dζ
+
∑
|α|=l
(−1)ll
α!
∫
Ω
(∫ ∞
r
ϕ
(
z + ρθ
δ
)
ρn−1 dρ
) θα
rn−l
Dαu(ζ)dζ.
(102)
Proof: These are standard results in the theory of differentiable functions
[24, 25].
We note this representation (100) in particular holds on almost every slice
of a fibration like E˜m,.
Definition 4.46. We define P˜m, to denote the following bounded linear op-
erator on L2(E˜m,).
P˜m,u(y, z) :=
1
|D(0, cr)|
∫
D(0,cr)
ϕ
(
ζ
cr
)
u(y, ζ) dωm,(y) , (103)
where ϕ ∈ C∞0 (D(0, 1)) such that
∫
D(0,1)
ϕ = 1.
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Definition 4.47. The averaging operator Pm, on Em, is given by composi-
tion with the corresponding diffeomorphism:
Pm, := Φ
−1
Em,
P˜m,ΦEm, . (104)
We also let Pm, denote a bounded linear operator from L2(Em,) to L2(Em)
by restricting Pm,u to Em.
Proposition 4.48. The norms of the family of averaging operators {Pm,}
on L2(Em,) have a uniform upper bound c.
As with the operator Nk,, boundedness of Pm, is clear from the Cauchy-
Schwartz Inequality and Proposition 4.27.
Proposition 4.49. The linear operator Pm, is bounded on H
1(Em,):∫
Em,
|∇Pm,u|2 dEm, ≤ (1 +O())||ϕ||2B(0,1)
∫
Em,
|∇u|2 dEm,. (105)
Proof: We begin with bounding the norm of the derivative of a function
on E˜m,. We have∫
E˜m,
∣∣∣∇ 1|D(0, cr)|
∫
D(0,cr)
ϕ
(
ζ
cr
)
u dωm,(y)
∣∣∣2 dE˜m,
=
∫
E˜m,
∣∣∣ 1|D(0, cr)|
∫
D(0,cr)
ϕ
(
ζ
cr
)
Dyu dωm,(y)
∣∣∣2 dE˜m,. (106)
We use the embedding of L1 in L2 on a compact interval and Cauchy-
Schwartz Inequality:∫
E˜m,
∣∣∣ 1|D(0, cr)|
∫
D(0,cr)
ϕ
(
ζ
cr
)
Dyu dωm,(y)
∣∣∣2 dE˜m,
≤
∫
E˜m,
( 1
|D(0, cr)|
∫
D(0,cr)
|ϕ
(
ζ
cr
)
Dyu|2 dωm,(y)
)
dE˜m,
≤ ||ϕ(ζ/cr)||
2
L2(D(0,cr))
|D(0, cr)|
∫
E˜m,
|Dyu|2 dE˜m,.
(107)
Lastly we apply Proposition 4.27 on (108). 
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Proposition 4.50. For u ∈ H1(Em,), the averaging operator Pm, satisfies
a Poincare´-type inequality:∫
Em,
|u− Pm,u|2 dEm, ≤ c2
∫
Em,
|∇u|2 dEm,. (108)
Proof: Beginning with the fibered space, a calculation of the difference
squared on each cross-section gives
|u− P˜m,u|2 =
∣∣∣∣ ∫
$m,(y)
fy,ζ(z, r, θ)
r
Dζu(y, ζ) dωm,(y)
∣∣∣∣2
≤ c
∣∣∣∣ ∫
$m,(y)
Dζu(y, ζ)
r
dωm,(y)
∣∣∣∣2 ≤ c′RyDζu(y, ζ)
(109)
where Ry is the operator of the form of Lemma 4.43 on L2(ωm,(y)) (in this
case, it is the convolution with 1/r). From (99) the norm of Ry is bounded
by c. Lastly we apply Proposition 4.27. 
4.8. Bounding the Norm on the Uniformly Fattened Binding
Having established the required estimations for an averaging operator on
each stratum, we now need to combine these different averaging operators
into a global one. To do so, here we establish several propositions regarding
the trace on the interface Γk,m, between Mk,S, and Em,.
Definition 4.51. The trace or restriction operator from Mk,S, to Γk,m,
is denoted Tk,m,.
The trace operator from Em, to Γk,m, is denoted Tm,k,.
The standard embedding theorem claims that the trace space
Tk,m,H
1(Mk,S,) is isomorphic to H
1/2(Γk,m,).
5 However, these -dependent
spaces are in general not uniformly equivalent as metric spaces as is seen in
[25].
5The trace space of Ω restricted to Γ is given by the norm:
||v||TH1(Ω) := inf
u∈H1(Ω):u|Γ=v
||u||H1(Ω) (110)
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Definition 4.52. Let Γ be an n-dimensional domain. Then [f ]Γ denotes the
following seminorm
[f ]2Γ =
∫
Γ×Γ
|f(x)− f(y)|2
|x− y|1+n dx dy. (111)
The H1/2 norm is given by ||u||2
H1/2(Γ)
= ||u||2L2(Γ) + [u]2Γ.
Let us estimate the trace on the fattened bindings. First, we state a result
that connects Proposition 4.4 to a trace estimation.
Lemma 4.53. Let Ω be a special Lipschitz domain and let ϕ be the associated
graph function with bounded Lipschitz norm cΩ. Let Tϕ denote the operator
from L2(Ω) to L2(Rn+) (the half-space) given by
Tϕu = u(x
′, xn + ϕ(x′)) x = (x′, xn) ∈ Rn+. (112)
Then Tϕ is also a bounded linear operator from H
1(Ω) to H1(Rn+) whose
norm depends only on the ϕ and in particular cΩ.
Proof: We begin with calculating the derivative (for i < n):
DxiTϕu = uxi(x
′, xn + ϕ(x′)) + uxn(x
′, xn + ϕ(x′))Dxiϕ(x
′) (113)
and (for i = n)
DxnTϕu = uxn(x
′, xn + ϕ(x′)). (114)
The Jacobian of the transformation (x′, xn) 7→ (x′, xn + ϕ(x′)) also only
depends on ϕ and its derivatives. Consequentially, the norm Tϕ : H
1(Ω) 7→
H1(Rn+) has an upperbound that depends only on the maximum of |ϕ| and
cΩ. 
Lemma 4.54. Let {Em,} be a family of fattened bindings ( ∈ (0, 0]). Let
u ∈ H1(Em,), then one has
−1||Tm,k,(u− Pm,u)||2L2(Γk,m,) + [Tm,k,(u− Pm,u)]2Γk,m,
≤ cm||u||2H1(Em,).
(115)
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Proof: We apply the partition of unity {ϕi,} as laid out in Proposition
4.4 and use Lemma 4.53 in the scaled domain. We denote the homothetic
scaling on R3: θ : x → x/ and Θ the induced operator on functions (Θu =
u(θ)). Beginning with the left hand side of (115), we have:
−1||Tm,k,(u− Pm,u)||2L2(Γk,m,) + [Tm,k,(u− Pm,u)]2Γk,m,
= ||ΘTm,k,(u− Pm,u)||2L2(θ(Γk,m,))
+ [ΘTm,k,(u− Pm,u)]2θ(Γk,m,)
≤ 
∑
i
||ϕi,(θ)ΘTm,k,(u− Pm,u)||2L2(θ(Γk,m,))
+ [ϕi,(θ)ΘTm,k,(u− Pm,u)]2θ(Γk,m,).
(116)
Recalling Proposition 4.4, we note |∇ϕi,(θ)| ≤ cϕ and supp(ϕi,(θ)) ≤ c0
with both bounds uniform with respect to . Local finiteness of the partition
holds as well (Proposition 4.4 (2)). We identify supp(ϕi,) (Ui,) with a local
neighborhood of a special Lipschitz domain Ωi, with a graph norm bounded
above by cM (see Proposition 4.4 (4)).
We then define Tφi, : L2(Ui,) 7→ L2(R3) and denote the coordinate trans-
formation from Ui, to R3+ as χi,. Subsequently, on each copy of R3+, we invoke
the Sobolev embedding theorem:
||ΘTm,k,(u− Pm,u)||2L2(supp(ϕi,(θ))∩θ(Γk,m,))
+ [ΘTm,k,(u− Pm,u)]2supp(ϕi,(θ))∩θ(Γk,m,)
≤ c(||ΘTφi,Tm,k,(u− Pm,u)||2L2(supp(ϕi,(θ(χi,)))∩θ(χi,(Γk,m,)))
+ [ΘTφi,Tm,k,(u− Pm,u)]2supp(ϕi,(θ(χi,)))∩θ(χi,(Γk,m,))
)
.
(117)
Denoting the upper bound of the norm of the embedding as cem (depending
only on cM , the upper bound on the Lipschitz norms of the boundary graphs),
the right hand side of (117) is bounded by:
cem||ΘTφi,(u− Pm,u)||2H1(supp(ϕi,(θ(χi,)). (118)
Thus (116) is bounded by
c′
∑
i
||ϕi,(θ)Θ(u− Pm,u)||2H1(supp(ϕi,(θ))). (119)
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After imputing all the constants associated with our partition of unity, (119)
is bounded by
c′cU(1 + c∇ϕ)||Θ(u− Pm,u)||2H1(θ(Em,)). (120)
Lastly, we scale the domain back to  size to get the bound c||u||2H1(Em,). 
With a norm estimate on the trace space of Em,, we can now construct
an extension operator from Γk,m, to Mk,S,.
Proposition 4.55. For u ∈ H1(Em,), the complement of the cross-sectional
average u−Pm,u has an extension into M denoted Em,(u−Pm,u) such that
||Em,(u− Pm,u)||2H1(M) ≤ cm||u||2H1(Em,). (121)
Furthermore, Em,(u − Pm,u) is supported within an O() neighborhood of
Em.
Proof: This inequality follows from the partitioning (Ui,, ϕi,) and scal-
ing θ seen in the proof of Lemma 4.54 and the Caldero´n-Stein Theorem
(Theorem 4.5). In brief, let Em,1 denote the extension operator in the sense
of Theorem 4.5 on the θ(Em,). It follows
||Θ(u− Pm,u)||2H1(θ(Em,)) ≤ c−1||u− Pm,u||2H1(Em,). (122)
Let ψ denote a smooth function which is identically 1 on θ(Em,) and
0 outside distance 1 from θ(Em,). Then we may define an extension of
u− Pm,u:
Em,(u− Pm,u) = Θ−1ψEm,1Θ(u− Pm,u). (123)
The inequality (121) follows. 
Corollary 4.56. For u ∈ H1(Em,), one has:
||Pm,u− Tk,m,Nk,u||2L2(Em,) ≤ c2||u||2H1(Em,). (124)
Proof: While Tk,m,Nk,u is a function on the interface Γk,m,, it is a
constant on cross-sections ∂ωm,(x). With an abuse of notation, we can set
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Nk,u(x ∈ Em) := Nk,u|∂ωm,(x). Beginning with an application of Proposi-
tion 4.27, we have
||Φ−1Em,P˜m,ΦEm,u− Tk,m,Nk,u||2L2(Em,)
≤ (1 +O())||P˜m,ΦEm,u− ΦEm,Tk,m,Nk,u||2L2(E˜m,)
= (1 +O())
∫
Em
∫
ωm,(y)
|P˜m,ΦEm,u
− ΦEm,Tk,m,Nk,u|2 dωm,(y)dEm.
(125)
Noting P˜m,ΦEm,u can be extended to the boundary of E˜m,, (125) is bounded
by
maxy∈Em |ωm,(y)|
2
∫
Γ˜k,m,
|N˜k,[P˜m,ΦEm,u
− ΦEm,Tk,m,u]|2 dΓ˜k,m,.
(126)
Because the norm of N˜k, is bounded independently of , the above (126) is
bounded by
c
∫
Γ˜k,m,
|P˜m,ΦEm,u− ΦEm,Tk,m,u|2 dΓ˜k,m,. (127)
After applying the operator Φ−1Em, , we have (127) is equal to
(1 +O())||Pm,ΦEm,u− Tk,m,u||2L2(Γk,m,) (128)
This is the L2 term in (115), so we use Lemma 4.54. Consequentially, the
desired bound for (124) is achieved. 
Lemma 4.57. For u ∈ H1(Mk,S,), one has:
||Tk,m,u||2L2(Γk,m,) ≤ ck||u||2H1(Mk,S,). (129)
Proof: The uniformly fattened page Mk,S, is a “slab” of width 2. We
cover a neighborhood in Mk,S, of the interface Γk,m, with a partition of unity
similar to Proposition 4.4 with some differences. Let {Ui,} be collection
of locally finite open covers of Γk,m, such that the maximum number of
nontrivial intersections is bounded above by nU for all  > 0. We also suppose
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the intersection Ui, ∩ Ui′, contains a set of diameter larger than c1. The
inner and outer diameters of each Ui, have lower and upper bounds of c2
and c3 respectively.
We consider cylindrical domains Vi, in Mk,S, with Ui, as its base. For
some point y ∈ Ui,, we denote the normal vector to Γk,m, at y pointing into
Mk,S, as νk,m,(y). For some constant c4 (depending only on the geometry of
Mk,S), the collection of sets {Vi,} where
Vi, := {x ∈Mk,S, : x = y + zνk,m,(y) y ∈ Ui,, z ∈ (0, c4)} (130)
has the finite intersection property as  → 0. I.e. there is an nV such that
at most nV sets Vi, (for a collection of i) have non-trivial intersection.
We equip Mk,S, with a local normal coordinate system (y1, y2, z), where
y2 denotes the distance from the boundary Γk,m,. Considering the scaling
θ : (y1, y2, z) → (y1/, y2, z/) (and induced operator Θ). Let {ϕi,} be a
smooth partition of unity subordinate to {Vi,}. Applying the scaling θ and
the partition of unity, we have
||Tk,m,u||2L2(Γk,m,) ≤
∑
i
2||Tk,m,Θϕi,(θ)u||2L2(θ(Γk,m,)). (131)
Under the scaling θ, the support sets supp(ϕi,(θ)) are contained in a ball
of radius c1 uniform with respect to i and  and contain a ball of radius c2
also uniform with respect to i and . As before, the each of these domains
is equivalent to a subset of a special Lipschitz domain whose graph function
has Lipschitz norm bounded above by M (also a uniform constant). The
right hand side of (131) is bounded by:
cem
2||Θϕi,(θ)u||2H1(θ(Mk,S,)) ≤ c||u||2H1(Mk,S,).  (132)
Corollary 4.58. For u ∈ H1(M), one has:
||Tk,m,Nk,u||2L2(Em,) ≤ c||u||2H1(Mk,S,). (133)
Proof: It is analogous to the proof of Corollary 4.56 using Lemma 4.57.
Theorem 4.59. For u ∈ H1(M), the L2 norm of u on Em, is small:
||u||2L2(Em,) ≤ c||u||2H1(M). (134)
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Proof: We use the triangle inequality:
||u||L2(Em,) ≤ ||u− Pm,u||L2(Em,)
+ ||Pm,u− Tk,m,Nk,u||L2(Em,) + ||Tk,m,Nk,u||L2(Em,).
(135)
With Proposition 4.50 and Corollaries 4.56 and 4.58, the theorem is proven.

Corollary 4.60. Assuming u ∈ PΛL2(M) for Λ ≤ c−1+δ, δ > 0, and
Λ /∈ σ(A), then the H1-norm of u on Em, is o(1) with respect to H1-norm
on M.
Proof: Due to the embedding of PΛL2(M) into L2(M), we can write
||∇u||2L2(Em,) ≤ Λ||u||2L2(Em,)
≤ cΛ||u||2H1(M) = cδ||u||2H1(M) 
(136)
4.9. Averaging Operator J
At last we can then define the averaging and extension operators in the
sense of Definition 3.2.
Lemma 4.61. For any complex numbers a and b and for d ∈ (0, 1), one has:
(1− d)|a|2 + (1− d−1)|b|2 ≤ |a+ b|2 ≤ (1 + d)|a|2 + (1 + d−1)|b|2. (137)
Proof: Let us first assume both a and b are real. Because (d1/2a±d−1/2b)2
is non-negative,
− da2 − d−1b2 ≤ 2ab ≤ da2 + d−1b2. (138)
This completes the argument for the real case. The complex case follows
from elementary arguments. 
Proposition 4.62. Let M be an open book domain (Definition 2.1) and M
be the corresponding uniformly fattened domain (Definition 2.2). Assume
Λ ≤ c−1+δ where δ > 0 and Λ /∈ σ(A). For some 0 > 0, the family of
linear operators {J}∈(0,0] that satisfies the conditions in Definition 3.2 for
the open book structure M is (u ∈ PΛL2(M))
Ju :=
{√
2Ψ−1MkNk,
[
u+
∑
m Em,(Pm,u− u)
]
Mk,S, 7→Mk√
2Pm,u Em, 7→ Em
(139)
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Proof: First, we check whether Ju satisfies the boundary conditions on
G1.
lim
x′→x∈∂Mk,S,∩∂Em,
Nk,
[
u(x′) +
∑
m
Em,(Pm,u− u)(x′)
]
= Nk,Pm,u(x) = Pm,u(x).
(140)
Thus Ju is in G1. Because each Em,(u−Pm,u) is supported in a small O()
neighborhood around Em, these extensions have disjoint supports. Using
Lemma 4.61, we break up the terms on Mk,S,,
(1− d)∣∣√2Ψ−1MkNk,u∣∣2
+ (1− d−1)
∑
m
∣∣√2Ψ−1MkNk,Em,(Pm,u− u)∣∣2
≤ ∣∣√2Ψ−1MkNk,[u+∑
m
Em,(Pm,u− u)
]∣∣2
≤ (1 + d)∣∣√2Ψ−1MkNk,u∣∣2
+ (1 + d−1)
∑
m
∣∣√2Ψ−1MkNk,Em,(Pm,u− u)∣∣2.
(141)
To demonstrate the L2 near isometry property, we first assume that ||Ju||2L2(Mk) ≥
||u||2L2(Mk,S,). The demonstration of the other case ||Ju||2L2(Mk) ≤ ||u||2L2(Mk,S,)
requires only minor modification. We calculate the upper and lower bound
on the norm difference:∑
k
(1− d)||
√
2Ψ−1MkNk,u||2L2(Mk)
+ (1− d−1)
∑
k,m
||
√
2Ψ−1MkNk,Em,(Pm,u− u)||2L2(Mk)
−
∑
k
||u||2L2(Mk,S,) − ||u||2L2(Em,)
≤ ||Ju||2L2(M) − ||u||2L2(M)
≤
∑
k
(1 + d)||
√
2Ψ−1MkNk,u||2L2(Mk,S,)
+ (1 + d−1)
∑
k,m
||
√
2Ψ−1MkNk,Em,(Pm,u− u)||2L2(Mk,S,)
−
∑
k
||u||2L2(Mk,S,) − ||u||2L2(Em,).
(142)
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Since we only require demonstrating that ||Ju||H1(M) is bounded above (15),
we begin with assuming ||Ju||H1(M) ≥ ||u||H1(M) and write:
||Ju||2H1(M) − ||u||2H1(M)
≤
∑
k
(1 + d)||
√
2Ψ−1MkNk,u||2H1(Mk,S,)
+ (1 + d−1)
∑
k,m
||
√
2Ψ−1MkNk,Em,(Pm,u− u)||2H1(Mk,S,)
−
∑
k
||u||2H1(Mk,S,) − ||u||2H1(Em,).
(143)
Having established these two inequalities (142) and (143), we collect terms
in these inequalities and apply various propositions established in this chapter
to demonstrate which terms are negligible (are o(1) in an appropriate norm)
and which terms are nearly an isometry (are 1+o(1) in an appropriate norm).
By Proposition 4.28, we have∣∣ ∫
Mk
|
√
2Ψ−1MkNk,u|2 dMk −
∫
Mk,S,
|u|2 dM
∣∣
≤ ∣∣(1 +O())∫
Mk,S
|
√
2Nk,u|2 dMk −
∫
Mk,S,
|u|2 dM
∣∣
≤ c||u||2H1(M)
(144)
where the last inequality results from Proposition 4.41. We note the energy
bound only needs to be demonstrated from above, so we see∫
Mk
|∇Mk
√
2Ψ−1MkNk,u|2 dMk −
∫
Mk,S,
|∇u|2 dM
≤ c||u||2H1(M)
(145)
which follows from Propositions 4.28 and 4.42.
This leaves the extensions from the fattened bindings into the page (Em,(u−
Pm,u)) and the norm of the binding unaccounted for in (142) and (143). We
estimate the H1-norm of the extensions. Using Propositions 4.28, 4.41, and
4.42, and the disjoint supports of Em,(u− Pm,u):∑
m
||
√
2Ψ−1MkNk,Em,(Pm,u− u)
∣∣|2H1(Mk,S) +∑
m
||u||2H1(Em,)
≤ (1 +O())
∑
m
||Em,(Pm,u− u)
∣∣|2H1(Mk,S,) +∑
m
||u||2H1(Em,).
(146)
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By Proposition 4.55, this is bounded by
(1 +O())c
∑
m
||u||2H1(Em,). (147)
Because u ∈ PΛL2(M) and Corollary 4.60, we arrive to the following upper
bound on the norm of (146):
cδ||u||2H1(M). (148)
Hence by setting d = δ/2, we conclude that Ju|Mk is close in L2 to u and
Ju|Mk does not exceed the energy on M by more than an o(1) factor.
Thus J is an averaging operator as required in Theorem 3.6 completing
the proof of Proposition 4.62 and consequentially Theorem 3.6. 
5. Discussion and Conclusions
These results lay a foundation for exploring the properties of these fat-
tened domains when the underlying space is greater than one dimension.
We recognize that many of the works of the fattened graph domains could
be extended to more general fattened domains in R3. Having established a
methodology of proving spectral convergence in the simplest case, we can
continue to extend this work to consider non-uniformly fattened domains,
resolvent convergence, scattering problems, and so on. Such results would
be motivated by the modeling of micro-electronic or photonic systems.
Preliminary work by the author shows the proof can be extended to allow
non-uniformly fattened structures. Let us consider varying the width of the
fattened pages by some continuously differentiable function w(x), (i.e. fat-
tening by balls of radius w(x)). This changes the limit operator A to be the
weighted Laplace-Beltrami operator. A more interesting result is changing
the speed of shrinkage of the strata relative to one another, namely by fat-
tening the binding by balls of radius β. These results are non-trivial, result
in phase transitions, and will be presented elsewhere. Further preliminary re-
sults explore the problem of fattened polyhedral domains and show a similar
phase transition based on a capacity heuristic.
This still leaves many avenues of research that could show non-trivial
physical phenomena. One should eventually consider fattened domains with
equipped with Schro¨dinger operators with unbounded potentials, periodic
fattened domains, and tangential contact between 2-strata.
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